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Abstract 
Gauss and Lobatto quadrature formulae related to spaces of cubic splines with double and equidistant knots are con- 
structed. Such quadrature formulae are known as asymptotically optimal definite formulae of order 4. Some monotonicity 
results concerning the associated quadrature processes are established. 
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1. Introduction 
We study quadrature formulae of the form 
which serve as estimates for the integral Z[f] = JJ f(x) dx. Among all such quadrature formulae we 
are interested in those, for which there exists a constant c,,, = c&en) (with r> l), such that the 
remainder functional has the representation 
for every f E C’[O, l] with some constant 5 E [0, l] depending on f. Such quadrature formulae 
are called definite of order r (positive definite, if c,,, >O, and negative definite, if c,,, < 0). The 
importance of the definite quadratures of order Y lies in the one-sided approximation they give for 
Z[f] when f is r-convex. For example, if Q,’ is a positive-definite quadrature formula of order 
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Y, Q; is a negative-definite quadrature formula of order r and the integrand f satisfies f(‘)(x) 20 
for x E (0, l), then QXfl Wfl <Q; VI, and an obvious error estimate holds for both quadrature 
formulae. 
Quadrature formulae with smallest positive or largest negative c,,, are called optimal definite 
quadrature formulae of order r. The problems about existence, uniqueness and characterization of 
optimal definite quadrature formulae have been studied in [2, 6, 71. It is known [2, 61 that the optimal 
definite quadrature formulae are Gauss-type formulae for certain spaces of polynomial splines with 
double knots. However, except for the cases Y = 1 and r = 2 neither the knots of these spline spaces, 
nor the nodes of the optimal definite quadratures are explicitly known. 
Denote by c,& and c& the best error constants, i.e., 
c+ n,r := inf{c,,(Q,): Qn is positive definite of order Y}, 
C- n,r := sup{~,r(Qn>: Qn is negative definite of order Y}. 
Bounds for the best error constants for even r have been obtained in [ 10, 111. In a recent paper, 
Kijhler and Nikolov [4] obtained bounds for arbitrary r. For the reader’s convenience we restate this 
result below. 
Theorem A (Kiihler and Nikolov [4]). (a) For even r with 2 d r < 2~2, there holds 





- (n + 1 - r/2) 
ifr=4m-+2j, j=O,l. 
even Y with 2 <r <2n - 2, there holds 
BAj/2) - 
(n - r/2) 
zyr=4m+2-2j, j=O,l. 
odd r with 1~ r < 2n - 1, there holds 
c+ < IlBr II IlBrll n,r ’ (n _ (r _ 1)/2)’ and G 2 - (n-(r- 1)/2)” 
where 11 . 11 denotes the supremum norm on [0, 11, and B, is the Bernoulli polynomial of order r 
with leading coefJicient l/r!. 
The error inclusions in Theorem A are realized by Gauss-type formulae, related to spaces of 
polynomial splines with double and equidistant knots: 
G,, = {f E C’-3W, 11: fl(ijn,(i+~ynj E 7b-1, i = 0,. . . ,n - I}, 
where r~~.._~ is the set of all real algebraic polynomials of degree at most r - 1. Comparison with 
a result of Lange [6] shows that these quadrature formulae are asymptotically optimal-definite 
formulae, when r is even, and it is conjectured that the asymptotical optimal@ holds for odd 
r, too. 
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The aim of this paper is to construct explicitly the Gauss quadrature formula and (within an 
unknown parameter) the Lobatto formula related to ,I&+ i.e., the formulae 
n+l n+l 






determined uniquely by the property 1[f] = Q,“,,[f] (1[f] = Q~~,[f]) for every f E S,,,,. Thus, 
another useful feature of Qy+i and Q!& is that they are exact for the spaces of parabolic and cubic 
splines with equidistant knots - a tool with a wide application in practical computations. 
We also prove some monotonic&y results concerning the sequences {Rf[f]},“=, and {R,LO[f]}g4 
of the remainders in the associated quadrature processes. A preliminary version of the results in this 
paper was announced without proof in [9]. 
2. Results 
Let xk = k/n (k = 0,. . . , n), then the space Sn,4 is defined by 
&,4={f~C'[O,11: fl~Xk,Xk+l)~~3, k=O,...,n-1). 
Clearly, dimSn,4 = 2n + 2, and a basis for S,,, is given by the functions 
l,t,t2,t3,(t -x1>:, . . . ,(t - x,_1)$(t -x1>:,. . . ,(t -x,-1)& (2.1) 
where U+ = max{ u, 0) is the truncated power function. Associated with S,,, there exist unique Gauss 
and Lobatto formulae of the type (1.1) and ( 1.2), respectively. Note that S4 z 7~3, therefore Qy is 
the classical Gauss-Legendre two-point quadrature formula, while Qp is the Simpson rule. For this 
reason we assume in what follows n > 2. In view of the uniqueness, both Qy+i and Qiz2 must be of 
symmetric type, hence it suffices to determine only say, the left-half of their weights and nodes. 
The Gauss formula Q,“,, is given by 
Theorem 2.1. Let u:~+~ =&/n, TY~+~ =(i-t&)/n (i= l,..., [n/2] + 1). Then the sequences {Si} and 
{0i} are determined by 61 = g, 19, = % and, for i = 1,. . . , [n/2] - 1, by the recurrence relations 
- - e, 1 6i(l 8i)2(58i + 1) 
lfl 
= 
1 - 6i(l - f3i)2(40i + 1)’ (2.2) 
6 .  
2+1 
=  1 - 6i(l - Bi)2(48i + 1) 
of+, * 
(2.3) 
If n is even (n = 2m), then t$,+, = 1 and c?,,,+~ = 1-26,(1-8,)2(2&+1); ifn isodd(n=2m-l), 
then 6, = 1 - S,-i(1 - &,_,)2(28,_, + 1) and 8, is the greater zero of the equation 
e,(i -em)= 6,-1e,-1u - em-d2 
1 - s,_,(l - em-,)2(2e,-, + 1)’ 
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Note that the sequences {Ok} and {&} do not depend on n, and (considered as infinite sequences, 
defined by (2.2) and (2.3)) both tend monotonically to 1 with second-order convergence. In the next 
theorem we characterize the Gaussian nodes and weights and give a simple representation for the 
error constant c~+~,~(@+,). 
Theorem 2.2. (a) The sequence {a~~+,}~?’ is monotone increasing and 
1 
0 < 1 - a$+, < n.42’_2 (i= l,...,[n/2]). n (2.4) 
(b) The Gaussian nodes {~~~+,}~~’ satisfy the inequalities 
1 
0 < 2yn+, - xi-1 < - 
n.42’-’ 
(i= 1 ,...,[+I>. (2.5) 
(c) The error constant c,+,,~(Q,G,,) obeys the representation 
c?z+l,m,G,,) = & 
1 Kn+1)/21 
-_ c a$+1 l2 i=l Cxi-l - zyn+1)2(Xi - 2Tn+1)2. , (2.6) 
The bound for C& given by Theorem A(a) reads as 
c+ < 
1 
n,4 ’ 720(n - 1 )4 ’ 
and, as we already mentioned, this is in fact a bound for c,,~(Q~). Formula (2.6) is suitable for 
exact calculation of the error constant, since the sequences { &} and { &} converge very fast to 1. 
We may content ourselves even with estimates, e.g., with the following: 
Corollary 2.3. For n E N, na4 the error constant c~+~,~(Q,“,,) satis$es 
1 1 -- 
720n4 55 1 .9775n5 %+1,4(Q,“,,)d &+ - --k 552n5 (2.7) 
Let Wi” := {~EC’-‘[O, 11: fcrpl) abs. cont., ]]f(r))]L, < oo}. Our next theorem reveals a con- 
nection between some properties of the integrand f and the behaviour of the remainder sequence 
R[flE,, RfLfl := W-l - Q,“Lfl. 
Theorem 2.4. (a) Let f E Wf[O, l] and let fc4) b0 in (0,l). Then for each natural n 23 
men-Jfl em 
(b) Let f E C4[0, 11. Then Rz[f] = o(n-“) if and only if f”‘(0) = f”‘(1). Moreover, if 
sign {f”‘( 1) - f”‘(O)} = E # 0, then there exists a natural number no, such that &R:[f] 2 0 for all 
n>no. 
Part (b) asserts that even if fc4) is assumed continuous, one cannot expect faster convergence 
than 0(nP4) unless f”‘(0) = f”‘( 1); if this is not the case, the sequence {Q,“[f]} gives one-sided 
approximation for I[f] for n large enough. 
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For the Lobatto quadrature formula Q!& associated with S,,, we prove 
Theorem 2.5. Let u;$+~ = 6&z, ukz+, = 6i/n, z?:+~ = (i - &)/n (i = 1,. . . , [n/2] + 1). If 60 is known, 
then 
- 6 (4 12M3 - 3 1260 1 = 81 = 
12(3 - 12&# 4 - 1260 (2.8) 
andfor i=2,..., [n/2] + 1, 6i and 8i are determined by (2.2) and (2.3). 
For f E Wf[O, 11 with fc4) 20 in (0,l) the remainders RF := I - Qf;” satisfy 
0~R&_-2[f]~R~[f] for each natural n>4. 
In contrast to the Gauss case, both sequences { 0,) and (6,) depend on n. A table with the 
generating values of & = &(n) (8 dn 630) as well as the corresponding error constants cJQ,“o> 
are given in Section 5. 
3. A basis of B-splines 
As we already mentioned, a basis for the space S,,,4 is given by (2.1). However, we give preference 
to the basis formed by B-splines. To avoid a confusion with the Bernoulli polynomials we shall use 
the notation Di(t) to denote a B-spline. With x_~ = -l/n, x,+~ = 1 + l/n, for k = 1,. . . ,n + 1 
we set 
D2&-l(t) = (- - t):[Xk-2,xk-2,Xk-l,X-l,~kl, 
DZk(t) = (. - t):~~k-2,xk-l,~k-l,Xk,Xkl, 
where f [.I is the usual notation for divided difference. The following are well-known properties of 
B-splines: 
{Dj(t)}~~~’ form a basis for $4, (3.1) 
supp D2k- 1 = SupP D2k = (xk--2,xk ), (3.2) 
Dx--l(t) > 0, Dx(t) > 0 for all t E (xk-2,xk). (3.3) 
Using the standard definition of divided differences with simple nodes and the identity 
;fPl,. . ,ts--l,ts,t~+l,. . . ,tml = f[t,,. . . , s 1, s, s, t- t t t s+l,. . .,&A 
s 
we obtain the explicit representation of D2k--l(t) and D2k(t) for t E (Xk-2,Xk): 
&__l(t) = in3[n(Xk - t): + 4n(Xk_l - t): - 12(Xk-_1 - t):], 
&k(t) = bn3[-5n(Xk - t): + 6(Xk - t): + h(Xk_l - t): + 12(Xk__1 - t):]. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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We shall need also the following observation: 
( 
<D2k(t) for t E (xk--2,x.h1), 
DZk-1(t) =D2k(t) for t =x,+~, 
>D2k(t) for t E (x~_~,x~). 
Finally, for the integrals of B-splines we have 
I 
O3 I[Dj] = Dj(t)dt=i forj=3,...,2n, 
--m 
while 




4. Proof of the results 
We begin with a simple lemma, which describes the location of the nodes of Q:+l and Q$,. 
Lemma 4.1. Each of the intervals 
least one node of QkT2. 
(x~_~,x~) (i= I,..., n) contains at least one node of QF+, and at 
Proof. It follows from a general result in [3, Theorem 7.11 that all nodes of Qf+l and QbT, lie in 
[O,l] and all weights are positive. If we assume that there are no nodes in (x0,x,), we would obtain 
on the basis of (3.2) that ZIDl] =Z[D2], which is inconsistent with (3.8). We proceed the proof by 
induction. Suppose that for some natural k (k < n) each of the intervals (xi-i ,xi) (i < k) contains at 
least one node of Qf+l (Q;:,). If Q:+l (Q;:,) h as no nodes in (xk,xk+] ), then we would get by 
virtue of (3.2), (3.6), (3.7) and the exactness of our quadrature formulae for Dzk+l, D2k+2, 
0 = W2k+11- W2/c+21= c a,* P2k+l(Ty* ) - Dz~+z(~,* )I < 0 
T:E(Xk--I,Xk) 
with * standing for “G” or “Lo”. The contradiction shows that both Q,G+l and Qiy2 must have at 
least one node in (xk,xkfl ). This finishes the induction step. Lemma 4.1 is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that 7: E (x~-~,x~) for i = 1,. . . , [in]. Indeed, if 
there exists an interval (xI-i,xl) (Id [in]) containing two or more nodes, then by the symmetry the 
same will be true for (x,_[,x,+_[ ) and the remaining iz - 2 intervals (x~-_~,x~) (i # 1, n + 1 - I) would 
contain at most n - 3 nodes, a contradiction. Thus, & E (0,l) for k = 1,. . . , [in], and we obtain from 
(3.4) and (3.5) 
Z&--1 (G) = in% (4.1) 
DZk(~k) = in(-58; + SO;), (4.2) 
Dz~+~(G) = $4 - W2WS + I), (4.3) 
&+d~) = in<1 - Qk)3. (4.4) 
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The requirement Q,“,,[Di] =Z[Dj] for j = 1,2, (4.1), (4.2) and (3.8) lead to the system 
6 = Z[D2] = a~D&‘;l) = ;&-SO: + SO;), 
which has unique solution 8i = f , 6r = 8. 
Further, if Oi and 6i are known, we determine 8i+r and 6i+l from the exactness conditions for 
DZi+l and D2i+2 (at this point property (3.2) is taken into account): 
Q,G+1[@i+ll =$&+I(TG) + &,&i+l(~~,> =Z[&i+ll= i, 
Q,“,, L&+21 = @&+2(TG) + a~,&i+2(~~, I= I[&+21 = i* 
From this system and using the representations (4.1)-(4.4), for i = 1,2,. . . , [in] - 1 we obtain the 
recurrence relations (2.2) and (2.3). To determine the closest nodes to i and their corresponding 
weights, we apply some arguments of symmetry. The cases of even and odd y1 are considered 
separately. 
Case A: n = 2m. In this case we have r,G+i = i = x,,,, and therefore &+I = 1. Then a,“+1 is 
found by the requirement Q,“,,[D 2m+l] = ZID;?m+l]. Namely, in view of symmetry, u,“+~ = L$ and 
D2m+l(rz+2) = Dz~+&$), hence 
It follows then from the last equation and (4.1)-(4.4) that 
6 *+I = 1 - 26,(1 - e,)2(20, + 1). (45) 
Case B: n = 2m - 1. By the symmetry, both r,” and rz+i lie in the interval (xnz_i,xn) and 
rG m+l = 1 - z;, a,“+1 = u,“. Moreover, D2m_-1(~~+1) = Dzm+2(rz), D&z~+~) = D2m+i(zz). Then the 
exactness conditions for D2+r and D2, and (4.1)-(4.4) yield 
e,(i - e,) = 6,-1e,-1(i - em-d2 
1 - 6,_1(i - e,_,)2(2e,_1 + 1)’ (4.6) 
6, = i - 6,_,(i - e,_1)2(2e,_1 + 1). (4.7) 
(With the agreement T,“+~ = (m - e,+, )/n, th e roots of (4.6) give the values of 0, and O,,, ). The 
theorem is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The basic ingredient of the proof is the following. 
Lemma 4.2. Let the sequences {Oi}~l and {Si}pl be de$ned by 8, = a, a1 = $, and, for i E N, 
by the recurrence relations (2.2) and (2.3). Then, for every natural i, 
0) 
(ii) 
6i < ei < 6i+1 < 1, 
1 - 8i+1 < (1 - 0i)2. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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We postpone the proof of this lemma, proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2.2. Parts (i) and (ii) 
imply that both sequences (0,)Ei and {S,}~i are monotone increasing and converge to 1. It follows 
then that the sequence {$~+i}~~’ is also monotone increasing and l/n - u:~+, = (1 - &)/n > 0, 
r:n+i - xi-l = (1 - 0,)/n > 0. For y1 = 2m, m 22, we apply (4.5) and Lemma 4.2(i) to obtain 
6 I?+1 - %I > &+1 - &I 
qni2]+l - q/2] = Iz 0 II = ?[I - 26,(1 - 0,)(2& + l)] > 0. 
Analogously, if IZ = 2m - 1, m 22, (4.7) and Lemma 4.2(i) yield 
6, - em-, 
q,i2]+1 - a[,/21 2 n = ’ -,H,-~[I - 6,_,(1 - 8,_,)(2e,_, + I)] > 0. 
For the proof of the second inequalities in (2.4) and (2.5), we apply (ii) repeatedly to obtain 
0 < 1 - 8i < (1 - 8i)2’_’ = &, 
and then 1 - & < 1 - CJi_i completes the proof of (a) and (b). 
Now we prove (c). For every f E IV; 
1 
~SI+,Lfl = J &CR:+,; t)f4’(t) dt where KJ(R~+,; t) = I?:+;;, (t - 9: , [ 1 ~ 0 3! * (4.10) 
Precisely, for t E [0, l] the Peano kernel K4(Rr+l; t) has a representation 
n+l 
K@:+,; t) = $4 - ; c af(t - 7;>:, (4.11) 
k=l 
and, according to a well-known relationship between the zeros of the rth Peano kernel and the 
exactness of the corresponding quadrature formula for the truncated power function g(y) = (t - y):-’ 
(cf., e.g., [3]), the only zeros that K4(Ry+1; t) has in (0,l) are the double zeros at the points {xi}yl/. 
Therefore, KJ(R~+~ ; t) > 0 in (0,l ), and application of the mean value theorem to (4.10) and the 
symmetry implies 
J 112 cn,4@+1> = W4<R:+,; t>l = 2 K@l;i+,; t> dt. 0 
For kE{O , . . . , [in] - l} denote Ik := sXY” K4(RIIj+l; t)dt. Making use of the fact that @+i is exact 
for s&t) = (x8 - t):, s=k,k+ 1, 1=2,3, we get 
- $ E GK 1 aj xk+l 
’ J=l 
- 77)’ - (xk - $)“I - -$$+l(xk - ~kG,l)~ 
= $,I - x; xk+l - xk k+’ - 
5! 4r &:[2(&+l - $j3 + 2(& - ri”)’ j=l 
1 
--cxk+l - xk)(xk+l - 7:)’ + (xk+l - xk)(xk - $)2] - $+&k - 2;+;1)4 
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= ?i+, -x: xk+l - xk xi+, 4 
- 5! 4! 2 + 2 + 2&+& - $++I)~ - Xk+‘3- ““x;,, 
Xkfl --xk 3 
xk + d++l 
1 
+ 
3 (Xkfl -xk)(xk - $+,)* - -aG (xk - $+I)~ 1 . 41 k+l 
(xk+l - xk)5 1 
- ---a CR3 6! 4! k+l (xk - z;+d2(xk+l - T;+,>2. 
If n = 2m, then x, = i, and 
m-1 
%4<@+, ) = 2 c Ik = & 
k=O 
- +, 2 &xk-, - z;)2(xk - rf)2, 
* k=l 
thus (c) is proved in this case. For n = 2m - 1, c,,,(Q,“,,) = 2 c*klil& where C* means that the 
last summand is halved. Repeating the above arguments we derive an analogous representation for 
L-1, 1 
I,-, = - 
720n5 
- $(X--l - r;)2(x, - r;)2 - $x__, - rE+J2(xm - zz+1)2 
1 =- 
720n5 
- g(xm-l - z,G)2(x, - r;)2 
(the last equality follows by the symmetry). After summation we arrive again at the representation 
(2.6). 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. The proof of (i) is done by induction with respect to i. We shall show the 
validity of the (equivalent) statement 
6i < 8i < 6i+l, 
ej < 1 
for all iEN. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
The case i = 1 is verified directly, and we suppose that (4.12) and (4.13) hold for all i < k, i.e., 
0 < 6, < 8, < 82 < .” < 6k < ok < &+I, ok < 1. DenoteAi := l-6i(l-8i)2(58i+l), Ci := Ji@i(l- 
8i)2; then the inductional hypothesis implies Ak > 0, Ck > 0, whence 1 - ok+, = Ck/(Ak + Ck) > 0 
and (4.13) is proved for i = k + 1. The inequality &+l < &+l can be rewritten as 
(4.14) 
By virtue of the inductional hypothesis, we have 
ck (1 - ek)2 
-- l-6(l-&)2 < 
(1-e1)2 1 
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The inequality (4.14) will hold if 1 + 5Ck/Ak < l/Ak, or, equivalently, if 1 - &( 1 - ok)’ < 1, which 
is obviously true. Thus, &+i < &+i < 1, and based on this, we conclude Ak+, > 0, C,,, > 0. To 
complete the induction step it remains to prove the inequality &+i < &+2. Since 
6 e t&+1 + C/c+1 j3k+2 - kfl = 
A:+1 
- ok+1 > Ak+l + 3Ckfl - ok+,, 
it suffices to prove that the right-hand side of the last inequality is positive, which expressed in 
terms of &+i and &+i reads as 
1 - ak+l(l - 8k+1)2(28k+1 + 1) - ok+1 > 0. 
In view of the inequality &+i > &+i we just proved, the latter will be certainly true if 
1 - ok+d 1 - ok+l )2(20k+1 + 1) - 8 k+l = (1 - ok+&1 - ek+l(l - ek+wk+l + l>i > 0, 
whose validity is easily seen. This finishes the induction step, and we proved (i). 
For the proof of part (ii), we have to show that 
1 - 6i(l - 8i)2(48i + 1) 
<l 
for all iE N, i.e., if 
6i(l - Bi)2(48i + 1) < 1 - @i. 
In view of (i), (4.15) will hold if we prove the stronger inequality 
(1 - 0i)2(48i + 1) < 1 - ef, 
which is true for 8i > i. The proof is completed. 0 





(the sequences {&}y and {e&)7 are extended by (2.2) and (2.3)). We find 02 = g, 82 = 
923/( 892 . 1 OS), 
s&1 - L9i)2 + s&1 - e2)2 = A, 
then the upper bound is obtained by substitution in (4.16). For the lower bound we have to estimate 
c,“=, 8&( 1 - &)2, therefore we shall need the inequality 
dk+lo:+l(i - ok+d2+pke;(i - ek>2i2 (km (4.17) 
To prove (4.17), we observe that in view of (2.2) and (2.3), 
ak+l@+,(l - ok+1 I2 = 
1 
e:[l - &(l - ok)2(4ok + i)] 
[6k%(i - ok)2i2 
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(there is a minor difference in the case n = 2m - 1 and k = m - 1, then the factor 4& + 1 in the 
denominator is to be replaced by 2& + 1, see (4.6) and (4.7)). It is easily seen on the basis of 
Lemma 4.2 that for k > 2 the ratio in the right-hand side of the last equation is less than $$, thus 
(4.17) holds, and repeated application of this inequality yields 
Then the proof of the lower bound is completed in a standard way from (4.16). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The first part of the theorem can be derived from a general compari- 
son theorem for monosplines, proved in [ 111. We however propose a direct proof, based on the 
Budan-Fourier Theorem for splines (see, e.g., [5, Theorem 2.11). For the reader’s convenience we 
restate it below as a lemma. For any real-valued function f defined on the finite interval [a, b] 
denote by Z,(a,b) the total number of the zeros of f in (a,b), counted with their multiplicities. 
BY S-(al . . . ,a,) (S+(ul . . . ,a,)) we mean the number of strong (weak) sign changes in the real 
sequence al, u2, . . . , Gn- 
Lemma 4.3. Iff is a polynomial spline of exact degree Y on (a, b) (i.e., of degree r with f (‘j(t) # 0 
for some t ~(a, b)) with finitely many (active) knots in (a, b), all simple, then 
Zf(a, b) < Zf(4a, b) + S-(f (a), f ‘(a), . . . , f “-“(a), f @)(o+)) 
-S+(f (b), f ‘(b), . . . , f “-“(b), f “‘(7-)), 
where [o, z] ~[a, b] is the largest interval such that f(‘)(o+) # 0 and f(‘)(z-) # 0. 
The Gaussian quadrature formulae Q,” and Q,“,_, are associated with the spaces S,-I,, and &-2,4, 
respectively. The corresponding Peano kernels &(R:; .) and &(Ryn_r; .) are nonnegative and have 
maximal number of zeros in (0,l ), all double, located at the points {j/(n - 1)}71: and {j/(2n - 
2)I;,T3, respectively. The first inequality in part (a) is obvious, and for the second inequality, we 
apply the Peano theorem to obtain 
~~[f]-Rr:-~[f]=/1[~~(~~;t)-R(~~~_l;f)lf(4)(t)df=/‘s(f)f(4)(f)df 
0 0 
where s(t) := K4(Rz; t) - K4(RFn_1; t) has a representation 
(4.18) 
Clearly, s is a spline of degree 3 with 3n - 1 knots in (O,l), all simple. Moreover, s is of exact 
degree 3. Indeed, the contrary assumption would mean sc3) = 0, but 
n 2n--1 
s(3)(t) = - Cay,@ - Qo+ + c a&_& - z&_,)“, (4.19) 
j=l k=l 
shows that .sc3) is a piecewise constant and since all Gaussian coefficients are positive, the n “negative 
jumps” at the points z;,, cannot cancel out the 2n - 1 “positive jumps” at r:2n_-l. These arguments 
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show also that the number of strong sign changes of sc3) cannot exceed 2n - 1, i.e., 
2&(0,1)<2n - 1. 
It is clear also that z&_~ < zyn, r& < rfn_i 2n_-l, hence the interval [a,~] from Lemma 4.3 is given 
by [VI = [~&n--1,~~n_1,2n_-11. Moreover, ’ 
s-(s(o),s’(o),s”(o),sy2~,,_,+)) =K(O,O,O, 1) = 0, 
s+(s(l),s’(l),s”(l),s~~~(2~~_,,,,_,-))=s+(o,o,o,-1)= 3. 
Finally, the n - 2 double zeros of &(Rf; e) are zeros of K4(Ryn_i; e), too, and the application of 
Lemma 4.3 yields 
2n-4<Z,(O,l)<O-3+2n- 1=2n-4. (4.20) 
It follows then from (4.20) that s has no other zeros in (0,l) except the double zeros at {j/(n- 1 )};I:, 
therefore s does not change its sign in (0,l) and sign rE(o,ljs(t) = sign s(~)(z&_~ +) = 1, hence s(t) 2 0 
in (0,l). Then (4.18) completes the proof of part (a). 
Now we prove part (b). For f E C4[0, l] we apply the mean value theorem to obtain 
I?;+, [f] = 2 /- n-1 K4(Rf; 0f4’(t) dt = ~~kS’4’(l’k)> 
k=O xk k=O 
where & E [&,xk+i], and Ik := j-Xy’ K4(R;; t) dt for k = 0,. . . ,n. Then we split the last sum into two 
parts as follows: 
2 ‘fc4’(tk) + 2 [It - A] fc4’(rk) := 1 + II. 
k=O Iz k=O 
Since CIZi( 1/n)fc4)( &) is a Riemann sum for the integrable function fc4), we have 
1 l I=- 
s 720n4 o 
f4’(t) dt + ~(n-~) = &P”(‘) - f”‘(O)] + o(K4>. 
By making use of the representation for I,+ from proof of Theorem 2.2(c) and Lemma 4.2 we obatin 
II = O( 1) ‘(n+1)‘21 
JKE &6$( 1 - ok)* = o(n-5). 
k=l 
Coupling the last two equations we get 
e+;+lm = & [f”‘( 1) - f”‘(O)] + o(K4), 
whence the desired result holds. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Since the proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.1, we do not 
go into details. We conclude on the basis of Lemma 4.1 that rki+* E (xi_,,xi), i = 1,. . . , [in] + 1, and 
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use again the representation u::+~ = 6(/n, z;:+~ = ((i - 0i)/n) (i = 0,. . . , [in] + 1). Then the relations 
(4.1)-(4.4) remain valid. If we know 60, the exactness condition for Di and 02 are 
a&+,&(O) + aL0 l,n+2D2(~~) = :S,, + $,(-50; + 60:) = 6,~ 
and the solution of this system is given by formulae (2.8). Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
we obtain the recurrence formulae (2.2) and (2.3). By virtue of the symmetry, in the case 12 = 2m - 1 
a criterion for the correct choice of 6,, is 8, = 0.5, while for the case n = 2m, 60 has to be choosen 
such that 19, + &+i = 1. 
To prove monotonicity property of the remainders, we apply the same arguments as in proof of 
Theorem 2.4(a) (again, an alternative proof can be obtained by the Strauss comparison theorem). 
Formulae Q,” and Q& are related to spaces S,_,, and S+-4,4, and therefore the only zeros that 
the corresponding Peano kernels &(R!$‘; t) and K&i_,; t) have in (0,l) are the double zeros at 
{j/(n - 2));:; and {j/(2n - 4)}:;‘, respectively. The difference s(t) = &(Rp; t) - &(@,0_,; t) is 
of the form 
From this representation and exploiting the fact that all Lobatto weights are positive [3, Theorem 7.11, 
we obtain 
Z,W(O, 1) d 2n - 4 - E, where E = sign (cY&&_, - u::~)>, 
S-(s(O),s’(O),s”(O),s”‘(a+)) = 0, s+(s( l),s’( l),s”( l),s”‘(Z-)) = 3. 
Applying Lemma 4.3, we get 
2(n-3)<Z,(O,1)<0-3+2n-4-~<2(n-3), 
and conclude that s has no other zeros in (0,l) except the double ones at {j/(n - 2)};::. In addition, 
sign E = - 1 = sign s”‘(O+) = sign tECo,i)s(t), therefore, for fc4) 2 0 in (O,l), 
R:[f] - R:,“_2[f] = I’ s(t)fC4’(t) dt GO. •I 
5. Concluding remarks 
1. The numerical computation of the Gauss formulae causes no difficulties. As it is seen from 
Theorem 2.2, for 6 did [(n + 1)/2], a&+i is practically l/n and rya+i is practically xi-i. Theorem 2.5 
allows to find explicitly the weights and the nodes of the Lobatto formulae Q,“o (n 24) provided 
the parameter do = 60(n) is known. In Table 1 we give the generating values of do(n) (8 <n <30), 
the corresponding error constants c~,~(Q,“O) and the theoretical bounds c?~,~(Q,“O) = 7/(5760(n - 2)4) 
given by Theorem A(b). 
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Table 1 
Values of 60(n), error constants -c,,,@~) and bounds -&,4(Qp) given by Theorem A(b) (8<n<30) 
n 60(n) -wCQn”“) -G,AQ,Lo> 
8 0.19174421803996971791161918 0.774093 163234-06 
9 0.19174444697091660261634161 0.43045 1664644-06 
10 0.19174447009754708801574326 0.25786974822Q-06 
11 0.19174447243381008503712535 O.l6368022047Q-06 
12 0.19174447266982056169100324 O.l0880431076Q-06 
13 0.19174447269366246130154022 0.751048354204-07 
14 0.19174447269607098226352479 0.534938698664-07 
15 0.19174447269631429229010861 0.391234534574-07 
16 0.19174447269633887159416085 0.29268947057Q-07 
17 0.19174447269634135460810064 0.22329968671Q-07 
18 0.19174447269634160544344616 O.l7330262888Q-07 
19 0.19174447269634163078296181 O.l3654456410Q-07 
20 0.19174447269634163334277271 O.l0903366956Q-07 
21 0.19174447269634163360136613 0.88114130618Q-08 
22 0.19174447269634163362748937 0.71978777652Q-08 
23 0.19174447269634163363012835 0.593728867794-08 
24 0.19174447269634163363039494 0.494093571374-08 
25 0.19174447269634163363042187 0.41450622166Q-08 
26 0.19174447269634163363042459 0.3503 1567433Q-08 
27 0.19174447269634163363042487 0.29808228083Q-08 
28 0.19174447269634163363042490 0.25523033288Q-08 
29 0.19174447269634163363042490 0,21980875124Q-08 
























It is seen that the sequence {&(n)} is increasing, and we suppose that it converges. As in the Gauss 
case, the Lobatto weights increase when the nodes approach the middle of the integration interval. 
For 3 <n < 30, Lange [6] has computed numerically the optimal definite quadrature formulae of 
order 3 and the optimal positive-definite quadrature formulae of order 4. In contrast with the mono- 
tonicity of the Gauss and the Lobatto weights here, Lange observed that the optimal weights alternate 
in size. 
2. An analog of the error representation (2.6) holds for the Lobatto formulae; however, it is not 
suitable for practical computation, since the corresponding sequence {0i} does not converge to 1 
(the numerical experiments suggest convergence to i). 
3. The right Radau formulae QF+i related to S,,, (n 22) are found explicitly in [8]. Using the 
same approach as above one can derive some analogous properties for the Radau formulae. We 
formulate these properties as a theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. (a) The error constant c&Q,“) obeys the representation 
n-2 




216(n - 1)3 + 108(n - 1)4 k=O 1 + cP+i ’ 
where a = 2 - fi. 
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(b) Let f E W:[O, I] and let f”‘>O in (0,l). Then the remainder sequence {Rf[f]},“=, satis$es 
the inequalities 
(c) Let f E C3[0, 11. Then Rt[f]=o(ne3) ifand only iff”(O)=f”(l). Moreover, $sign{f”(l) 
- f “(0)) = E # 0, then there exist a natural number no, such that 
&RF[f]<O for all n>no. 
Notice that according to Theorem A(c), we have c,,~(QF)B - &?/(216(n - 1)3), while Theorem 
5.1(a) allows sharper estimate. 
4. In [9, Theorems 2(b) and 4(b)] it is claimed that the remainder sequences are monotone 
for sufficiently large n, but this is not true in general. The correct conclusions are given here in 
Theorems 2.4(b) and .5.1(c). 
5. For other asymptotically optimal-definite quadrature formulae of order 4, see [ 10, 61. The formu- 
lae presented in [lo] are based on information at equidistant nodes, a fact that allows the advantage 
of using nested type of information. However, the error constants in our quadrature formulae are 
slightly better. Moreover, the remainder sequences of the formulae given in [ 10, 61 do not possess 
monotonicity properties, in general. 
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